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ABSTRACT

%%_ca.[culate thestatic potential between a quark-afrri quark pair using dual

po tea_[ais r.o describe long,distarLce Yang-Mills theory.

1. Introduction

In this r_alk we show how the dual superconducting picture of confinement arises

out of the long-distance dynamics of Yang-Mills theory and we calculate the result-

ing quark anti-quark potential. Our method involves the use of dual potentials C'. to

describe long-distance Yang-Mills theory.
In the ca.se of the electrodynamics of a source tree relativistic dielectric medium

[laving a dielectric constant e(q) and magnetic permeability _L(q) -- t the electric_(q) "

dispia.cem___rlt vector /) and the magnetic /-_ vector are expressed in terms of the dual

potentials by the equations:

b = -£" y,(' = od £'c'o. (L>
Ot

Maxwell'_ oct_lations then become differentia[ equations for C, that are generated by

r.he Lagrangian

[ - - 1

t2:_t = 5( H_(q)_[ - D_L(q)D) = --_G,,p.(q)G"" . (2)

where ("r', = i),C_ - i)_(', The (_"_,propagator is Xc_ = t.... " _ - ,_-'_L(,_) "

[n rite:. Iron-Abe[ian ,'ase dual potentials can be defined, l but the exp[i_:lt form

of the [.a_ra.rt,_,ian expressed in terms of cl_la[ por.entiaIs is not known. \_,_ c,a[v know

_ _I,_ :
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that it must bf_ invariant tinder non-Abelian gauge transformations, so in order to

construct this Lagrangian in the long-distance regime we must use some information

about, long-distance Yang-N[iIIs dynamics.
Our choice is motivated by the work of man;" authors who have obtained a solution

of a set of truncated Dyson equations of Yang-_fills theory for the A_, propagator. --k4.

which has the behavior -X4. _ _),f2/(q2)2 as q2 --+ 0. (ell is an undetermined mass

scale.), ft follows that e _ _q2/M 2 as q-' _ 0. and consequently ,,. -+ -:_[2/,t2 as

q" _ 0 By choice of normalization we can write t" = "w_ i• va t-i and hence. -Xc --_ q:-,w_ "
Thus in the dual language the truncated Dyson equations give rise to a mass for tim

C_, field: that is. for the dlta[ giuon.

Since _L= "w2- q---T+ i. the Lagrangia,i. /2(°)(C'). describing this soiution is

= -£6"-'4['?at2 )(e-Sr+ 1 :3)

/2_°)((-_'1 ,:a_ be written in the following locai form:

- l

"2 4 4

where _b = _,b is a set of auxiliary anti-symmetric tensor fields. The original form.

Eq. (:3). of £_0t obtains after eliminating/-'_,,, from Eq. (4) via the equations of motion.

We a,,sume _ that the Lagrangian £(C). describing long-distance Yang-*litls the-

orr in terms of dual potentials, is the minimal extension oi"/2t°/(C) which is invariant

under non-AI)elian gauge transformations of the dual potentials C_. Thus we obtain

/2(C') by making the following substitutions in/2t°)(C)"

iZ, -- ?),- ig[C,. ] -D_,. G,,, -. O,,C_, -O,,C,,- ig[C,_.C_,] - G_,,,. (5)

where g = -'" and where e is the usual Yang-_lills coupling constant: i.e. ct, = :2__ The

Lagrangiat_ /2 then contains interaction terms of the tbrm #PC and i_i_C(_'. These

give rise t,, divergences in /v self energy graphs and in /vl/" scattering. We then a.dd a
counter r_'rrll -H to /J. where

' ' iii)

ii" li:ts a minimum at a non-vanishing value _3 of ib. \Ve take IL" < i} so tilat

_]_' i _,_._2 F;" term iri £) a- > 0. -['Ills non-vanislling value of _/ prociuces (via the _i
, C*'C,.,.

,lrlaI gllzot_ mass term. -,j'_3' :; . We do riot then need the .lIFtinG"" term iri L2 in

t¢'7_.,f;_"-' --order to e_'nerate a dual gluon mass. _,_,'%then set .1,[ = 0 in /2 and write -7i - =

4i LI-' - Li) rc, end _.ip wittt ti:_e following form for the dual QCD Lagrangian:

/2 = ..ft,b,.-,,pe#.,_, _ 7[(_[t -_-/3 -_) - I_ . .7_



The components of ,f'_ are independent dynamical variables which can be interpreted

as magnetic and electric fields. 5 _nd E respectively (-/_2/2 = /_2_ g2). Since

- 0 > 0 we can choose E0 = 0. so that the symmetry breaking vacuum is purely

magnetic. Furthermore. we can take E = 0 also for non-vacuum solutions.

2. The Static Potential Between Heavy Quarks

We now determine the color fields surrounding a heavv quark-anti quark pair on

the z axis and separated bv a distance R. We choose a gauge in which C lies in the o

direction and is proportional to the hypercharge matrix Y = ,\s/v_, and in which the

components of/_ lie along the 2, 5 and 7 directions in color space respectively.

The quark charge density p(a_), must also lie along the Y direction in order to
absorb the flux of L). Thus,

p(_) = eY(f(x)_(y) [_(: - R/2) -,5(z + R/2)]. (8)

We coupie the dual potentials to p(a7) by inserting into L, Eq. (7), the expression

O=-_ xC+D,. (9)

where

= - R/2)- a(- + R/2)]
so that

V.&=V.D,=p. (ti)

and then solvethe resultingclassicalequationsforC and /_.\Ve findthat torR --+

0,d -- (--rO• the usual Dirac monopole potential, and Eq. (9) yields a pure Coulomb

field for D. The field L) evolves from a squashed dipole at small R to a flux tube for

iarge separations. The integrated energy density then yields a potential _,'(R) which

changes rapidly from a ('oulomb potential to a linear potential as R increases. This is

similar to the potential between magnetic monopoles in a relativistic supercor_ductor. :3

.Next we calculate the spin dependent contribution to the potential assuming

that the ,luarks have Dirac magnetic moments. We obtain an explicit form for the

tensor to_c _ and the 5t • ¢72interaction For small R these interactions have their usual

electromagnetic form. while for R --- _ they vanish exponentially. We are trot .vet

able to ca[clt[ate the spin orbit force from the fundamental parameters. ,\ and _)-'.

of dual QCD. so we use the Breit-Fermi spin orbit potential. Then. choosing ,\ =

V/ - ,)I.,_:-,_. - E; = 434 Me\" in our static potential, we fit the sixteen lowest lying states

of ce: and L5 system to an accuracy of I percent.
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